
Willis McGahee

Willis McGahee is a former American football running back who
played in the NFL. Prior to this, he played college football
at  the  University  of  Miami  and  even  earned  an  athletics
scholarship based on his skill in the sport. In 2003, he was
drafted into the Buffalo Bills during the NFL’s first round
picks, but was later traded to the Baltimore Ravens in 2007
after  making  disparaging  remarks  about  Buffalo.  With  the
Ravens, McGahee flourished, accruing over 3,300 total yards
from scrimmage, as well as 35 total regular season touchdowns,
31 of which were rushing touchdowns. This made McGahee the
highest  touchdown  scoring  Raven  in  the  last  half  decade.
Despite doing well with the Ravens, he was traded to the
Denver Broncos in 2011. McGahee was made team captain of the
Broncos and led them to success up until he experienced an
injury the following year that put him out of commission for
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the rest of the season. Finally in 2013, McGahee left to join
the Cleveland Browns. He ultimately finished his career with
377 rushing yards and retired shortly after.
In  terms  of  celebrity  relationships,  McGahee  has  the
reputation of being a ladies man, fathering several children
with  different  mothers.  McGahee  is  very  open  about  his
relationships,  citing  a  lack  of  maturity  for  many  of  the
relationship problems he’s faced. McGahee has had his share of
celebrity relationships including Kandi Burruss from The Real
Housewives of Atlanta and Olympian sprinter Marshevet Hooker.
The latest development in McGahee’s career is his appearance
on the E! reality TV show Famously Single. As a cast member of
the show, he joins seven other celebrities and relationship
experts  in  order  to  discuss  their  relationship  problems.
Throughout  the  series,  McGahee  carried  out  an  ongoing
flirtation with castmate, Jessica White. The pair secretly
made  out  multiple  times  without  the  other  cast  members
knowing. McGahee tried and failed to ignite a hotter spark
with White.

Brandon McMillan
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Brandon  McMillan  comes  from  a  family  of  circus  animal
entertainers.  Beginning  with  wild  animals  like  tigers  and
moving on to household canines, he has a love of adrenaline
and has mastered the art of command and diligence. On his CBS
reality TV series Lucky Dog, the animal lover shows off his
training skills by adopting lonely dogs from shelters and
bringing them back to Lucky Dog Ranch to be trained. Then, he
finds homes for the lucky dogs. As far as his own relationship
and love life goes, Brandon McMillan is a single celebrity,
attributing his relationship status to the fact that he is
dedicated to his work.

Lea Michele
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We first fell in love with this Jersey girl as Rachel Berry on
Glee, and she continues to impress audiences as her acting and
singing career flourishes. Lea Michele was born on August 29,
1986 in the Bronx, New York, but she grew up in Tenafly, New
Jersey. She discovered her passion for performing at a young
age and was drawn to the New York City theater scene. At eight
years old, she landed the role of Cosette in the Broadway
production of Les Miserables. After her debut, she moved on to
the production of Ragtime and landed another part in a revival
of  Fiddler  on  the  Roof.  She  was  accepted  to  New  York
University’s Tisch School of Arts but decided to turn it down
to continue to pursue her career. Her big break came in 2006
with Spring Awakening, a rock musical in which she played
Wendla. After two years, she left the show to move to Los
Angeles and seek out movie and television roles.

Her work on Glee earned the actress her first Emmy nomination
in 2010. She has been praised for several of her singing
performances on the show, including her rendition of “Don’t
Rain on My Parade,” originally sung by Barbra Streisand, and
the cast’s rendition of “Don’t Stop Believin’,” which became
the top downloaded song on iTunes. Besides her work in Glee,



the star also appeared in the movie New Year’s Eve, where she
played opposite Ashton Kutcher, and voiced Dorothy’s character
in an animated version of The Wizard of Oz.

Prior to appearing together on Glee, Lea Michele briefly dated
actor Matthew Morrison. In November 2009, she began a two-year
celebrity  relationship  with  Broadway  actor  Theo  Stockman.
Michele first met Cory Monteith in October 2008 when he was
cast  as  Finn,  her  love  interest  on  Glee.  They  became  an
official couple in November 2011 but kept their relationship
and  love  private  until  February  2012.  The  famous  couple
remained together until Monteith’s drug overdose in July 2013.
After the news of his tragic death spread, the actress stayed
out of the public eye for weeks, finding solace at co-star
Kate Hudson’s house. During the 2013 Teen Choice Awards, she
spoke publicly about Monteith’s death for the first time and
paid tribute to him in her acceptance speech for one of the
event’s awards. During the summer of 2014, she began dating
model and lifestyle coach Matthew Paetz, who appeared in her
music video for “On My Way.” The celebrity couple, who have
documented  their  love  on  Instagram,  moved  in  together  in
September 2014.

Kate Middleton
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We continue to be enamored by future queen of England, Kate
Middleton.  Catherine,  Duchess  of  Cambridge,  was  born  on
January 9, 1982 in Reading, Berkshire, England. She grew up in
Chapel Row, a village near Newbury, and studied art history in
Scotland  at  the  University  of  St.  Andrews,  where  she  met
Prince William in 2001. She is famously known for having a
major impact on British and American fashion, which has been
called the “Kate Middleton effect.” In 2012, she was selected
as  one  of  Time  magazine’s  Most  Influential  People  in  the
world.

After meeting in 2001, Kate Middleton began dating Prince
William in 2003. In 2005, she complained about harassment from
the paparazzi and received her own 24-hour security in 2006.
She  continued  to  attend  royal  events  throughout  their
courtship,  and  media  attention  started  to  increase  as
celebrity engagement speculations began in 2007. The famous
couple  finally  announced  their  engagement  in  2010  and
celebrated their celebrity wedding in 2011. Middleton gave
birth to a beautiful baby boy, Prince George, in July 2013 and
will welcome her second child in April 2015.
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Demi Moore

Born Demi Guynes on November 11, 1962 in Roswell, New Mexico,
she is better known as Demi Moore, an American actress, former
songwriter, and model. At the age of 16, she dropped out of
high  school  to  begin  her  career.  She  signed  with  Elite
Modeling Agency and began working as a model in Europe. She
soon filmed an appearance on General Hospital and was cast in
a few small film roles, but her breakout role was for Blame It
on Rio (1984). Her part in St. Elmo’s Fire (1985) brought her
international recognition, and she was officially labeled part
of the Brat Pack. Her role in About Last Night…(1986) was her
first serious role and established her as a true Hollywood
star. She continued to do many high-profile and blockbuster
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hits, including Ghost (1990), for which she received a Golden
Globe nomination, A Few Good Men (1992), Indecent Proposal
(1993), Disclosure (1994), Striptease (1996), for which she
was paid an unprecedented fee of $12.5 million, and G.I. Jane
(1997), after which she took a short acting hiatus.

Before her 17th birthday, Demi Moore married musician Freddy
Moore. Their celebrity marriage only lasted five years, and
following  their  split,  she  was  engaged  to  actor  Emilio
Estevez. Their celebrity engagement was called off in 1986. A
year  later,  on  November  21,  1987,  she  married  her  second
husband,  actor  Bruce  Willis.  They  have  three  daughters
together: Rumer (born 1988), Scout (born 1991), and Tallulah
(born 1994). During her celebrity pregnancy with Scout, Moore
did a nude photo shoot with Annie Leibovitz for the cover of
Vanity Fair. The photoshoot sparked a huge controversy for
portraying a pregnant sex symbol.

In  June  1998,  Willis  and  Moore  announced  their  celebrity
divorce, which was finalized on October 18, 2000. From 1999
and 2002, the actress was linked to martial arts instructor
Oliver Whitcomb. Following their celebrity break-up in 2003,
she began dating Ashton Kutcher, who is 15 years younger than
her. In 2005, they were married, and in November 2011, after
many months of celebrity gossip and media speculation, they
announced their celebrity divorce.

Tia Mowry
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Tia  Mowry  is  an  actress,  author,  model,  and  executive
producer. She first gained fame for her teen role as Tia
Landry  on  the  ABC/WB  sitcom  Sister,  Sister  (opposite  her
identical twin sister, Tamera Mowry). She has also appeared on
shows  and  movies  including  The  Game,  Twitches,  and  Tia  &
Tamera. Now, she appears on Nickelodeon’s Nick and Nite show
Instant Mom. The actress met her husband, actor Cory Hardrict,
while filming the movie Hollywood Horror. They dated for six
years and became engaged in 2006; the famous couple celebrated
their celebrity wedding in 2008. Their first child, a son
named  Cree  Taylor,  was  born  in  2011.  In  2012,  Tia  Mowry
published her first book Oh, Baby: Pregnancy Tales and Advice
from One Hot Mama to Another, which is about her celebrity
pregnancy and being a working mother.
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Josh Murray

Josh  Murray  is  a  former  professional  baseball  player,
financial adviser, and American reality TV star. From 2002 to
2007, he was a shortstop for the Milwaukee Brewers. Athletics
definitely  run  in  the  Murray  family  as  his  brother  is  a
quarterback for the Kansas City Chiefs. Shortly after retiring
from baseball, Murray pursued a career in finance.
Despite his success in baseball and finance, Murray ultimately
made his climb to stardom as a cast member on season 10 of The
Bachelorette, where he gained the heart of Andi Dorfman and
proposed after eight weeks. Dorfman accepted the proposal, but
their celebrity relationship ended after nine months together
due  to  irreconcilable  differences.  Dorfman  claims  she  was
insecure  in  her  relationship  with  Murray  and  that  he  was
verbally abusive. Murray has denied all allegations. However,
his relationship status has once again made celebrity news
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with his recent appearance on the E! reality TV show, Famously
Single. On the show, Murray discusses his failed celebrity
relationships with relationship experts who are assigned to
coach  each  of  the  celebrities  on  their  path  to  love.
Hopefully, Murray has learned from his mistakes and won’t go
back to his old ways when we watch him on the next season of
The Bachelor in Paradise.

Dr. Paul Nassif

Dr. Paul Nassif is a Lebanese American plastic surgeon and
television  personality.  As  a  skilled  facial  cosmetic  and
reconstructive surgeon, he is a co-host of E!’s reality TV
series  Botched,  a  show  that  focuses  on  correcting  failed
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plastic surgeries. Many celebrities, like Courtney Stodden,
have had work done by the famous doctor, and he has even
appeared on TV shows like The Real Housewives of Beverly Hills
and Dr. 90210 where he promoted a better understanding of the
benefits and comfort of cosmetic surgery. Dr. Nassif has also
authored numerous peer-review articles on facial plastic and
reconstructive  surgery  and  has  been  called  upon  to  give
medical conference presentations and lectures about the latest
surgical techniques.

He appeared on RHOBH because of his celebrity relationship
with Adrienne Maloof, a former owner of The Palms. After 10
years of marriage, the pair filed for celebrity divorce in
2012. While the doctor is no longer married, his life keeps
him  busy  with  his  celebrity  children,  Gavin,  Colin,  and
Christian. Dr. Nassif also has two skin care lines and told us
about  them  in  our  exclusive  celebrity  interview.  He  even
offered some dating advice, saying that dating is fun, but it
also takes a lot of time and energy out of a busy schedule.
For his full interview and more dating advice, click here!

Britt Nilsson
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Britt Nilsson is a 27-year-old reality TV star who made a name
for herself on The Bachelor season 19 when she brought a lot
of drama into the mansion. She was one of two girls vying for
the  spot  of  leading  lady  on  The  Bachelorette  season  11.
Unfortunately, in the premiere episode of The Bachelorette, 25
men voted and chose Kaitlyn Bristowe as the sole bachelorette.
The  fun-loving  waitress,  who  moved  from  Michigan  to  Los
Angeles,  has  dabbled  in  acting  and  enjoys  spending  time
soaking  up  the  California  sun.  As  charity  work,  Britt
Nilsson sponsors children who are living in poverty. According
to  celebrity  gossip,  she  is  currently  dating  one  of  the
contestants from The Bachelorette!

Aubrey O’Day
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Aubrey O’Day is an American singer, songwriter and reality TV
personality. Originally from New York City, O’Day attended La
Quinta High School in California and had a childhood that
leaned heavily on entertainment, such as singing and acting.
The  singer  went  on  to  study  political  science  at  the
University of California, Irvine, but ultimately dropped out
so she could pursue her music career. Never giving up on her
dream, O’Day made her television debut in 2004 when she was
cast in the MTV show Making the Band, where she met her idol
Sean “Diddy” Combs and competed for a spot on his record
label,  Bad  Boy  Records.  Eventually,  the  songwriter  was
selected to be a part of the girl band, Danity Kane. The group
released their first album in 2006, which hit number one on
the Billboard 200 charts. Danity Kane followed their success
in 2008 with a top charting second album, and even performed
as opening acts for Christina Aguilera and the Pussycat Dolls.
Despite being a breakout star in the girl group, O’Day was
fired by Combs in 2008.



Shortly after leaving Danity Kane, the reality TV star signed
with Universal Motown Records, where she attempted a solo
music career. Her debut album Between Two Evils was released
in 2013. O’Day also tried her hand on a number of other
reality  TV  shows,  such  as,  All  About  Aubrey,  Celebrity
Apprentice  and  Marriage  Bootcamp.  In  2014,  Danity  Kane
reformed as a trio and released their third album, but shortly
disbanded again due to a fight between O’Day and fellow Danity
Kane singer, Dawn Richard. After the band’s final split, O’Day
joined  forces  with  Shannon  Bex  to  create  the  music  duo
Dumblonde.

Aside from a music career, the singer is a cast member of E!’s
reality TV show, Famously Single. The show follows the lives
of eight single celebrities whose goals are to work out their
relationship  problems.  The  celebrities  are  coached  by
relationship experts and given dating advice that is meant to
help fix their love lives. The advice O’Day has received from
the  show  must  have  helped  because  she  is  currently  in  a
celebrity relationship with her Famously Single co-star, Pauly
D.

Gwyneth Paltrow
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Gwyneth Paltrow was destined for Hollywood when she was born
into an entertainment family on September 27, 1972. She is the
daughter of actress Blythe Danner and producer and director
Bruce Paltrow, who passed away in 2002. She grew up in Santa
Monica, California and started acting when she was 17 years
old. After her acting debut in the TV film High, which her
father directed, she was hooked. She went on to appear in
movies including Seven, Emma, A Perfect Murder, Shakespeare in
Love (which won her an Academy Award, a Golden Globe Award,
and two Screen Actors Guild Awards), The Talented Mr. Ripley,
and Proof, to name a few. Most recently, she’s played Pepper
Potts in the Iron Man series as well as The Avengers. She also
won an Emmy for her role as Holly Holliday on Glee.
Since entering the spotlight, Gwyneth Paltrow has had a steady
stream of serious celebrity relationships. Her first high-
profile partnership was with Brad Pitt; they dated for three
years and got engaged when the actress was 24 years old. She
called off the celebrity engagement in 1997 because she wasn’t
ready  for  marriage.  Next,  she  had  an  on-again,  off-again
relationship with Ben Affleck. They filmed the movie Bounce
together before breaking up for good in 2000. In October 2002,
she met Coldplay singer Chris Martin. The couple married in
December 2003 and later welcomed two children: daughter Apple
and son Moses. In 2014, the low-key couple surprised everyone
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when they announced their celebrity divorce after 10 years of
marriage. In a blog post on her lifestyle website Goop, she
described the process of “conscious uncoupling” and discussed
how they would co-parent their kids together.

Robert Pattinson

The British star is best known in his role as vampire Edward
Cullen  in  The  Twilight  Saga.  Robert  Pattinson  grew  up  in
London, England where he attended Tower House School and The
Harrodian School and became involved in amateur theatre. He
officially  caught  the  attention  of  the  public  in  the
production of Tess of the d’Urbervilles. In addition to his
role in The Twilight Saga, he is known for playing Cedric
Diggory in Harry Potter: The Goblet of Fire as well as his
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appearances  in  movies  Water  For  Elephants,  Remember  Me,
Cosmopolis, The Rover, and many more.

Robert Pattinson had a four-year celebrity relationship with
his Twilight co-star Kristen Stewart. The famous couple moved
in together before she was caught cheating with her Snow White
and The Huntsman director, Rupert Sanders. Despite her public
apology, the actor was unable to forgive her. Currently, he’s
in a relationship and love with London singer FKA Twigs.

Ben Patton

Ben Patton is a Texan business executive turned reality TV
star after his appearance on NBC’s 2013 dating show, Ready for
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Love. Fans may also recognize him from a few episodes of The
Bachelor Season 20, supporting his sister, JoJo Fletcher in
her attempt to find love with Ben Higgins. Now that his sister
is The Bachelorette season 12, perhaps Patton will reprise his
role as Fletcher’s protective brother which airs on May 23.
On Ready for Love, the star returned to the U.S. from his
successful business in Dubai in hopes to settle down. The
charming  businessman  found  his  match  with  contestant  and
Cupid’s Pulse contributor, Angela Zatopek, going as far to
propose to her during the show’s season finale. Unfortunately
this celebrity couple did not make it to the altar, citing
time and distance as a strain on their celebrity relationship.

Patton has spent his time since then focusing on his work as
president of Integrity Transitional Hospital and founder of
The Patton Hope Foundation. The 35-year-old entrepreneur is
currently single, but don’t count his reality TV career out
just yet. He could take a page out of his sister’s book and
give reality dating shows another shot, and possibly try his
hand at another celebrity relationship.

Sean Penn
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Sean Penn was destined to become an award-winning actor. He
was born into an entertainment family on August 17, 1960 and
grew up in Los Angeles. Like his parents, he had an interest
in acting and directing, which led him to move to New York
City to pursue his dream. He landed roles on several TV shows
and appeared in the Broadway play Heartland. His big break
came in 1981 when he starred alongside Tom Cruise and Timothy
Hutton in Taps. He then appeared in popular films like Fast
Times at Ridgemont High, Bad Boys, and The Falcon and the
Snowman.

Penn  was  starting  to  create  a  bad  boy  image,  and  his
aggressive  behavior  towards  the  paparazzi  even  got  him
imprisoned for 34 days for punching an extra who tried to take
his picture. He shifted his focus to his career and directed
his first film The Indian Runner, which received mild reviews.
He soon starred in one of his best films Dead Man Walking,
which earned Golden Globe Award and Academy Award nominations
and also won him the Independent Spirit Award. He finally won
his  first  Academy  Award  for  his  performance  in  Clint
Eastwood’s Mystic River and another one for his role in Milk.



Throughout his successful career, Sean Penn has had a number
of high-profile celebrity relationships. He gained a whole new
level  of  fame  when  he  wed  pop  icon  Madonna  in  1985.
Unfortunately, the famous couple divorced after four years of
celebrity marriage. He then married Robin Wright in 1996, and
they had two children together before their celebrity divorce
in 2010. In June 2014, rumors started swirling that he was
dating  Oscar-winning  actress  Charlize  Theron,  but  they
announced their split in June 2015.

Katy Perry

This  bubbly  singer  is  known  for  her  over-the-top  fashion
choices  and  her  crazy  stage  props.  Katy  Perry  was  born
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Katheryn  Hudson  on  October  25,  1984  in  Santa  Barbara,
California.  Surprisingly,  the  quirky  singer  —  whose  song
lyrics may be considered a little risque — was brought up in a
very conservative Christian home. In fact, she got her start
as a gospel singer. She learned how to play the guitar, took
singing  lessons,  and  eventually  recorded  a  gospel  album
entitled Katy Hudson. As a teenager, Perry started rebelling
against her parents and their beliefs. Wanting to focus on her
music career, she got her GED and moved to Los Angeles to work
with producer Glen Ballard, but her road to success was not as
glamorous as you might expect. She stuck it out, and her big
moment finally came in 2007, when she signed with Capitol
Records after having three record deals fall apart. Her second
single “I Kissed a Girl” took her from struggling musician to
mega popstar.

Perry soon had her own special on MTV. The soundtrack for the
show Katy Perry: MTV Unplugged was released in 2009 and was
widely accepted and loved. The beloved pop singer followed her
debut with three more albums: Teenage Dream, Teenage Dream:
The Complete Confection, and Prism. Many of the singer’s songs
have spent weeks at the top of the charts. “Dark Horse” on her
latest album helped her beat Mariah Carey’s record of 45 weeks
with all of her hits.

Katy Perry’s relationship and love life has been as busy as
her career. In 2008, she dated Travis McCoy for a year before
breaking it off and moving on with comedian Russell Brand. The
famous  couple  quickly  went  from  dating  to  engagement  to
marriage. They got hitched in an extravagant celebrity wedding
in India in a traditional Hindu ceremony, featuring camels,
elephants,  fire  jugglers,  snake  charmers,  and  more.
Unfortunately, the two announced their celebrity divorce after
only 14 months. The singer opened up about her failed marriage
in her movie Katy Perry: Part of Me but picked herself back up
and began dating again. She was rumored to be with model
Baptiste Giabiconi and guitarist Robert Ackroyd. She committed
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to her first serious celebrity relationship post-divorce with
John Mayer, and the two were on-and-off for about a year
before calling it quits. They even recorded a song together
called “Who You Love.” Most recently, Perry has been seen with
Diplo; the two appear to be going strong despite the fact that
the disc jockey just welcomed a child with his celebrity ex.

Brad Pitt

A man of exceptional talent and good looks, Brad Pitt has been
a household name since the 1990s. Born as William Bradley Pitt
in Shawnee, Oklahoma, he has established himself as one of the
most successful actors today. The handsome star wasn’t always
set  on  acting  though.  Before  moving  to  Los  Angeles,  he
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attended  the  University  of  Missouri  where  he  studied
journalism and advertising. He struggled at first to establish
his newfound entertainment career, but in 1991, he was finally
recognized for his role in the classic film Thelma & Louise.
He soon appeared in A River Runs Through It, Interview with a
Vampire, and Legend of the Falls, solidifying his place in
Hollywood.

Not only did his career take off, but so did his relationship
and love life. In 1995, Brad Pitt starred in the film Seven,
alongside  Morgan  Freeman  and  Gwyneth  Paltrow.  The  film
generated an international success and happy celebrity romance
for Paltrow and Pitt. The Hollywood couple were together for
three years and were even engaged before calling it off in
1997. The following year, he met Friends favorite Jennifer
Aniston. Their killer looks made them an instant It couple,
and  the  media  couldn’t  get  enough.  Despite  their  highly-
publicized  celebrity  relationship,  the  Hollywood  couple
managed to wed in a private Malibu ceremony in 2000. In 2005,
they made a shocking announcement that they were breaking up.
Soon, reports surfaced that Pitt had cheated on America’s
Sweetheart with his Mr. & Mrs. Smith co-star Angelina Jolie.
Although the actor denies that he stepped out on his first
wife,  he  does  admit  to  falling  in  love  with  Jolie  while
filming.

The new celebrity couple was dubbed “Brangelina.” Just a year
later, the actress confirmed that she was pregnant with Pitt’s
baby. The Jolie-Pitt family quickly grew: The pair adopted
three children together (sons Maddox and Pax and daughter
Zahara) and also welcomed three biological children (daughter
Shiloh  and  twins  Vivienne  and  Knox).  After  seven  years
together, they announced their celebrity engagement in 2012.
Much to their children’s delight, they finally tied the knot
in a private ceremony in France during the summer of 2014.
Thanks to their ability to balance family and career while
also  focusing  on  humanitarian  and  political  causes,  the
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celebrity couple has set the bar high for other Hollywood
pairs.

Nicole “Snooki” Polizzi

Snooki has been a household name ever since the hit reality TV
series  Jersey  Shore  premiered  on  MTV.  Nicole  Elizabeth
“Snooki” Polizzi was born on November 23, 1987 in Santiago,
Chile before being adopted by her parents from Marlboro, New
York. The nickname “Snooki” came about long before she became
a reality star: She received it in middle school after the
character “Snookie” from the movie Save the Last Dance because
she was the first one of her friends to kiss a boy. Although
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she studied to work with animals, the reality star had quite
the career change when she was cast on Jersey Shore in 2009.
With five seasons of drama-filled summers in the Jersey Shore,
Miami, and even Florence, Italy, she had a wild ride in the
media.

In 2010, Polizzi met Jionni LaValle at a nightclub in Seaside
Heights where the show was filmed. None of us would’ve guessed
that  the  pair  would  end  up  married  with  two  kids!  The
celebrity couple began dating in 2011, and just a year later,
Polizzi completely changed her ways and settled down. In 2012,
she and her best pal Jennifer “Jwoww” Farley signed a contract
for their own reality series, Snooki & Jwoww, which concluded
in 2015.

Rumors began to fly at the end of 2011 that Polizzi may be
pregnant, and the star confirmed the celebrity baby news in
early  2012.  She  also  announced  that  she  and  LaValle  were
engaged. Welcoming son Lorenzo on August 26, 2012, the world
began to see a whole new woman. The star turned her image
around, going from party girl to loving mother and fiancee.
She announced in spring 2013 that she was expecting again.
2014 proved to be yet another year of excitement, as the star
welcomed daughter Giovanna on September 26, 2014, and tied the
knot to LaValle on November 29, 2014, during a Gatsby-themed
celebrity wedding.

Giuliana Rancic
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Giuliana  Rancic  is  the  epitome  of  a  fiery  Italian:  She’s
opinionated, intelligent, and sure knows how to rock a red
carpet! The entertainment journalist was born in Naples, Italy
on August 17, 1974, and her family moved to the United States
when she was a little girl. She graduated with a Bachelor’s
degree in journalism from the University of Maryland and later
received  a  Master’s  Degree  in  journalism  from  American
University. While attending American University, Rancic worked
for Capitol Hill News Bureau, covering stories related to the
Pentagon, Supreme Court, and the White House. In 2002, the
bubbly star joined the E! News team as a correspondent, and in
2005, she became a solo anchor and managing editor for the
show,  taking  it  from  one  of  the  lowest-rated  shows  on
television to one of the most popular in just one year!

The host met now-husband Bill Rancic during an interview for
E!, and the celebrity couple was married in Italy in 2007.
They co-authored the book I Do, Now What? and scored their own
reality TV show Giuliana & Bill, which now airs on E!. When
they were ready to have a baby, they had trouble conceiving
and turned to in vitro fertilization, which is when Giuliana
Rancic found out she had early stage breast cancer. True to
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her positive nature, she fought the cancer and decided to get
a double mastectomy; she even filmed her experience for her
reality TV show. She has been cancer-free ever since and uses
her story to inspire others. She created Fab-U-Wish, a program
that grants fashion, celebrity, and beauty-themed wishes to
women battling breast cancer.

She didn’t let breast cancer dampen her dream of becoming a
mother  either:  The  Hollywood  couple  decided  to  use  a
surrogate, and they now have a son named Edward Duke, born in
July  2013.  In  2014,  they  tried  for  a  second  child,  but
unfortunately, their surrogate had a miscarriage.

Nikki Reed
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Nikki Reed was born on May 17, 1988. She describes her early
life as complicated and moved out of her family’s home when
she was only 14 years old. She became known in 2003 after the
release of the film Thirteen, for which she was credited as a
co-writer  and  played  the  lead  role.  Since  then,  she  has
appeared in several films, including Lords of Dogtown, Mini’s
First Time, and The Twilight Saga.

Nikki Reed met American Idol alum Paul McDonald at the red
carpet premiere of Red Riding Hood in March 2011. The famous
couple began dating and moved in together not long after. They
confirmed their celebrity engagement in June 2011 and married
in October 2011. In March 2014, the Hollywood couple announced
their separation, and in May 2014, Reed filed for divorce.
Their celebrity divorce became final in January 2015. The
actress and singer moved on quickly though: She began dating
actor  Ian  Somerhalder  in  July  2014.  They  confirmed  their
celebrity engagement in February 2015 and were married in
April 2015.
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Somaya Reece

Ginie Castro, publicly known as Somaya Reece, is a Salvadoran-
American model, actress, rapper, and television personality.
Reece was born and raised in Los Angeles, California. Growing
up in a household without much money, Reece dropped out of
school at age 11 and became involved with local gangs. After a
near death experience, she turned her life around, earned her
GED  at  17  and  even  went  on  to  attend  the  University  of
California, Los Angeles, where she studied theatre arts.

In the early 2000s, Reece began her career in entertainment,
earning small roles in The Scorpion King, American Psycho, and
Girlfriends and Entourage. At the same time, she began her
modeling career and appeared in high-profile campaigns for
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Ralph Lauren, DKNY and Pepsi. In 2009, the model was nominated
as the “Internet Hottie” by Spike TV’s Guys Choice Awards and
was voted “Hottest Woman on the Web” by E!. Aside from Reece’s
good looks, she’s also a successful musician. Her career was
instantly boosted when she became a viral sensation on the
social networking site MySpace. Reece’s success as an artist
ultimately led to her being cast on VH1’s reality TV show,
Love & Hip-Hop.

Most recently, Reece was a cast member on E!’s reality TV
show,  Famously  Single  which  focuses  on  the  relationship
problems  of  eight  single  celebrities.  With  the  help  of
relationship expert, Dr. Darcy Sterling, Reece examined her
failed past relationships. After the show’s filming ended, the
star was able to find love. She is currently in a celebrity
relationship with rapper Lady Luck.

Ryan Reynolds
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Hollywood hunk Ryan Reynolds has continued his rise to fame
since becoming an actor in 1991. He was born on October 23,
1976 in Vancouver, Canada. He began his career by starring in
a Canadian-produced teen soap opera titled Hillside, which
aired in the United States on Nickelodeon. He is more famously
known  for  his  roles  in  action  movies  like  X-Men  Origins:
Wolverine and romantic comedies like Just Friends, Definitely,
Maybe, and The Proposal.

As  one  of  the  sexiest  men  in  Hollywood,  there  is  always
speculation about his romantic life. In 2002, he began dating
Alanis  Morissette,  and  they  announced  their  celebrity
engagement in 2004. However, in 2007, the famous couple split.
Soon after, the actor began dating actress Scarlett Johansson,
and they quickly became one of the hottest Hollywood couples.
The  duo  announced  their  engagement  in  May  2008  and  were
married  four  months  later  in  a  quiet  ceremony  in  British
Columbia. In 2010, the pair announced their separation, and
they filed for celebrity divorce later that year.

While filming Green Lantern in 2010, Ryan Reynolds met his
current wife, Gossip Girl star Blake Lively. In 2011, it was



reported  that  they  had  started  dating,  and  in  2012,  the
celebrity couple bought a home together in upstate New York.
They were married that September, and they welcomed their
first celebrity baby, a daughter named James, in December
2014.

Rihanna

Rihanna  is  the  embodiment  of  the  word  “sexy.”  She  is
constantly changing her image, and she certainly does it with
style.  Born  Robyn  Rihanna  Fenty  on  February  20,  1988  in
Barbados, she signed with Def Jam records at the age of 16,
thanks to then-president Jay-Z. She moved to the United States
and released her first album Music of the Sun, which sold more
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than  two  million  copies  worldwide.  In  2007,  the  singer
transformed from cute teen pop star to full-fledged sex symbol
with her third album Good Girl Gone Bad and its hit single
“Umbrella” featuring Jay-Z, which earned her her first Grammy
Award. Continuing to slay the music industry, she’s since
released three more albums, most recently her album Anti.

Rihanna first made headlines for rumors that she was having a
celebrity affair with her mentor Jay-Z, who shot down the
allegations and called them ridiculous. She made headlines
again when she was the center of a media frenzy after a
domestic  violence  incident  with  her  then-boyfriend  Chris
Brown, who assaulted her before an award show. The incident
brought an outpour of support for the singer. Since then, she
hasn’t had a serious celebrity relationship but rumors have
said she’s had flings with rapper Drake, baseball player Matt
Kemp, actor Ryan Phillippe, model Dudley O’Shaughnessy, and
playboy Leonardo DiCaprio. We have hope that Rihanna will find
Mr. Right, but she’s currently busy touring the world.

Kelly Ripa
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Kelly Ripa was the daytime host of Live with Regis and Kelly!
and then later Live with Kelly & Michael. Now she hosts Live
with Kelly! as the show looks for a replacement for Michael
Strahan. While Ripa was also on Hope & Faith, Dancin’ on Air,
and Dance Party USA, one of her most prominent roles was from
her  12  years  on  All  My  Children,  where  she  portrayed  a
troubled party girl.

Not only is Ripa’s TV career astounding, but her love life has
also done pretty well. In 1995, she met Mark Consuelos as a
new cast member on All My Children. A year later and they were
happily  married.  The  celebrity  couple  has  three  children:
Michael, Lola, and Joaquin. The famous duo has been married
for over 20 years and have even had to be long distance often.
Their relationship is a rare success story in Hollywood, which
is  full  of  scandals,  cheating,  and  horrible  celebrity
divorces.  Her  husband  believes  that  with  their  children
growing older, things are a lot easier for them. Ripa believes
that  a  good  date  night,  or  just  alone  time  between  two
partners can lead to great success for a long-term couple.
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J.P. Rosenbaum

J.P.  Rosenbaum  is  a  construction  manager,  best  known  for
stealing Ashley Hebert’s heart on The Bachelorette season 7.
Their  celebrity  love  story  is  one  to  remember:  Since  The
Bachelorette, they’ve celebrated their celebrity wedding in a
televised affair and welcomed a new addition to their family,
son Fordham (Ford) Rhys. The famous couple recently moved to
Miami and are getting the hang of being first-time parents. In
our celebrity interview, J.P. Rosenbaum revealed that he’s
excited for his son to follow in his footsteps and play sports
someday.
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